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**Abstract**—This research was conducted to explore, characterize, and standardize the orange citrus peel utilization as one of the potential materials for eco-friendly dyeing on cotton. To find out the potential application has been conducted pre-mordant dyeing, which involves alum as mordant. Optimization of the interaction between the fibers, dye, mordant, and fixer, is done through the application of the different washing time, dyeing frequency, as well as fixer types. Orange citrus peel extract used in dyeing was obtained from water solvent extraction. To determine the presence of chromophores that determine the dyeing quality, a spectrum test was performed using a UV-Visible spectrophotometer. The results show that fixation with iron (II) sulfate, alum and lime have triggered an attractive color, namely golden yellow on iron (II) sulfate fixation, and light yellow, which are both produced in alum and lime fixation. Visual and instrumentation evaluation using Diffuse Reflectant Ultra Violet (DRUV) showed that different washing time, dyeing frequency, and fixers had affected the color strength. Specifically, the reflectance percentage produced was 86.54% - 56.96% for washing times of 0-6 h; and 78.95%-3.71% for the dyeing frequency 1-10 times. The increase in color intensity that occurs along with a decrease in the reflectance percentage illustrates the potential magnitude for orange citrus peel skin to be further developed as a new natural dye with high economic value in the eco-friendly textile industry.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

Citrus (Citrus SP.) is an annual fruit crop from Asia. Orange citrus is one of the fruit commodities that has an essential role in the world market, both in fresh and processed form [1]. The development of orange citrus production in the world tends to increase along with the development of broad harvests. World orange production in 2016 reached 124.24 million tons [2]. Indonesia ranks 9th as the largest citrus producer in the world. In 2015, the citrus surplus in Indonesia reached 1.70 million tons. *Citrus* surplus in Indonesia is projected to continue to increase to 2.02 million tons in 2019 [3]. The high quantity of world citrus production certainly brought a positive and negative impact. The positive impact generated refers to the high consumption of citrus fruits by the world’s population. This relates to a number of health benefits presented by this fruit, including producers of vitamins, minerals and fiber [1], [4], non-bioactive nutrients that improve health and provide protection against chronic diseases, antioxidant, and inhibitors of fat accumulation [5].

While the negative impacts arising from the high quantity of world citrus production more lead to the high quantity of citrus peel waste, which increases with increasing consumption of this fruit. During this time, the citrus peels are generally directly dumped into the garbage that there’s no benefit. This is unfortunate, given that its usefulness is very varied, one of them as the raw material for producing textile color [6].

The compounds contained in the citrus peel are hesperidin [7], [8], which is a group of flavonoids compounds that can be used as a producer of yellow color on textile materials. Hesperidin, $3', 5, 7$-trihydroxy-4’-methoxy-flavanone-7-$O$-$β$-rutinoside, is the main active component of bioflavonoid found in *Citrus reticulate* peels (94 mg/100g dry wt.) [9]–[12]. Nevertheless, the benefit of hesperidin as the pigment is very weak because the pigments cannot be directly used as a dye. This has to be one of the reasons why the citrus peel is not much developed on the dyeing process using natural...
dyes in the past. Especially on the textile materials of cotton, the dyeing process becomes difficult because of this material made of cellulose fiber material that many are dominated by a reactive active compound such a negatively charged hydroxyl. A similar charge that owned by hesperidin pigment in the citrus peel material has inhibited interaction directly from the pigment compounds on cotton fabric fiber.

One procedure that can be done to increase the dyeing potential is through the use of mordant (intermediaries), which have active clusters with opposite charges to fibers and dyes. Thus, mordant will be a connector for the interaction between the hesperidin and cellulose fibers in cotton fabric [13], [14].

Mordanting is the stage where the fabric is treated using metal salts or other complex-forming agents so that it can bind mordantly natural dyes. Mordanting can be done either via the methods of pre mordanting, simultaneously mordanting, and post-mordanting. Mordant compounds with various types and selectivity or a combination of both can be applied on fabric fiber to get varied color shades, to increase interactions with dye, and to improve the fade resilience of the natural dyes. Extensive research in the area of research has been reported by reference [15]–[20]. To optimize the dyeing results, fixation becomes the next stage in the application of the natural dye. At this stage, the fixer locks the colors that interact with the fiber, both directly and through mordant intermediaries. Thus, the color intensity obtained remains stable because of the optimum fastness [21] [22]. The magnitude of the effect caused by mordanting and fixation on the intensity and fastness is strongly influenced by the type of fabric, dyes, mordant, dyeing method, fixer, processing time, and dyeing frequency. Therefore, it is necessary to do further research about the dyeing procedures standard, including the mordanting and fixation process, which can generate high color intensity on the dyeing using specific natural dyes from orange citrus peel extracts.

The purpose of this study is to standardize the dyeing development using orange citrus peels, which had only been considered as waste material but becomes one of the next potential natural dyes raw materials. The color intensity and fastness improvement produced by orange citrus peel extract in this study were carried out through the optimization of different washing time, dyeing frequency, and fixers application. The successful use of citrus peel for textile dyeing will bring 2 (two) positive impacts, namely, the reduction of citrus peel in domestic waste and synthetic dyes waste, which is generally produced from non-optimum textile dyeing [20].

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

A. Material

Three important parameters used to select citrus fruits used as peel sources for natural dyes producing materials in this research include: 1) physical characteristics; 2) harvest amount with comparable quality and harvest time; and 3) the shelf life [20]. Citrus fruits with good quality and quantity of production should be observed to ensure that only citrus fruits with consistent production quantities to be used in research while the citrus fruit shelf life became an important parameter used to obtain insignificant changes in hesperidin pigment levels in a short time [20]. Based on these conditions, citrus reticulata became the material of choice in this research.

To minimize the presence of contaminants that can inhibit the interaction of natural dyes with fabric fibers, TRO (Turkey Red Oil) obtained from UD. Utama Kimia Surabaya-Indonesia is used as a washing agent. Meanwhile, as an intermediary for the interaction between fabric fibers and hesperidin, which have both negative charges, pre-mordanting using alum and soda ash obtained from PT. Brataco Surabaya-Indonesia. Meanwhile, the color locking process is done by using iron (II) sulfate and lime purchased from UD. Jaya Murni Surabaya-Indonesia and also an alum.

B. Preparation of the Dye Extracts from Orange Citrus Peel

Dyes extract from citrus orange peel material is obtained by the following procedure. In the early stages, the peel is washed, then crushed with a Philips HR7627 food processor to obtain a puree form. After that, the process is continued with the addition of distilled water as much as 1 L into 100 grams of the obtained puree. The extraction was carried out using water solvents and a specific temperature conditioned by NECSO Lab MS-H280 Pro hot plate. The extraction is carried out until an extract solution was obtained half of the initial volume. In the next step is done the filtration of dye extract using the woven fabric. After the filtration has been completed, the dyes extract solution can be applied in the dyeing process [20].

C. Washing Procedure

The process of washing is done at this stage aims to eliminate contaminants in the fabric fibers that will be dyed, so that the quality and quantity of interaction of the mordant compounds on fabric fibers can be increased. The washing process of the cotton fabric sample is carried out by the following procedure. An example of cotton fabrics weighing 2.57 grams soaked in 2 grams/liter TRO for 2 hours. Once the washing process is completed, the cotton fabric is rinsed using distillate water and then dried in the open air. The same washing procedures are also performed in the washing process of the cotton fabric sample with washing time for 4 hours and 6 hours [20].

D. Mordanting Procedure

The purpose of the mordanting stages is to increase interaction between fabrics fiber with dye. The process of mordanting at this stage is done with the following procedure. The process of mordanting begins with making a solution of mordant from a mixture of 8 grams of alum and 2 grams of soda ash in 1 liter of water. The homogeneous solubility of both is ensured by stirring with NECSO Lab MS-H280 magnetic stirrer. The process continued with heating the mordant solution uses a hot plate at the temperature of 100 °C and then into it put 2.57-gram samples of fabrics under a 1-hour heating process. After 1 hour, a sample of the fabric left immersed in the solution overnight. Once the mordanting process is completed, the fabric sample rinsed and then dried. Once rinsed, samples of fabrics must not be squeezed. A sample of the fabric has dried further ironed in order to get a uniform molecular orientation on
Different types of fixers are shown in Fig. 2. The dyeing process is done with specific formula and conditions, as shown in Table 1 [20].

**TABLE I.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparation</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material to liquor</td>
<td>1/35 (gram/mL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The weight of the fabric’s sample</td>
<td>0.85 gram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyeing time</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Dyeing Procedure

After the process of washing and mordanting finished, a cotton fabric sample through the dyeing process by pre-mordant method using alum that acts as a bridge for the interactions that occur between fabrics fiber and dyes compound which produced from orange citrus peel material. The dyeing process is done with specific formula and conditions, as shown in Table 1 [20].

F. Fixation Procedure

The goal of the fixation stage is to locking the colors that have been interacting with the fabric so it can be obtained a high fastness. Each fixer solution is prepared by dissolving 50 grams of fixer compound in 1 L of water. The solution is allowed to settle, and then it has been taken a transparent solution. On the next stage, a 0.85-gram cotton fabric sample was put into a 30 mL fixer solution and immersed for 10 minutes. The process ends with rinsing and drying the entire fabric sample [20].

G. Color Intensity

The color intensity of the dye analyzed using the same procedures and instruments as the dyeing process using natural dyes, which published earlier [20]. To determine the dominant dye compound in citrus orange peel extract, it has been done a maximum wavelength analysis of the dye extracts that were obtained. While, to get the difference that comes up from dyeing with a different washing time, dyeing frequency, and fixer type on the dyeing quality, color intensity measurement was performed by Shimadzu Diffuse Reflectant Ultraviolet (DRUV) spectrophotometer UV-2401-PC instrument [20]. In DRUV, a low reflectance value will result in high color intensity.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. The Effect of Washing Time and Fixer Type Effect on The Color Intensity

The main active component of bioflavonoids found in orange citrus peels is hesperidin, 3',5,7-trihydroxy-4'-methoxy-flavanone-7-O-β-rutinoside [11]. This compound is included in the flavonoid group, which can be used as a producer of yellow in textile materials. Fig. 1 shows the molecular structure of hesperidin, while the interactions formed between the fabric, mordant, hesperidin and three different types of fixers are shown in Fig. 2.

\[\text{Citrus reticulata}\] peel extraction results showed optimum absorption in the visible, ultraviolet region with a maximum wavelength of 385 nm. The pre-mordanting dyeing process of cotton using dyes extracts of \text{Citrus reticulata} peels ended with fixation using iron (II) sulfate produces a golden yellow, while in the dyeing process completed by alum and lime, both of which provide a light-yellow color.

The success of producing a distinctive light-yellow color of \text{Citrus reticulata} in dyed fibers shows a real mordant role as a liaison interaction between hesperidin and cellulose fibers, which are equally dominated by negatively charged hydroxide groups. Thus, the optimal mordanting procedure is predicted to trigger increased interactions that occur between fibers and dyes. Fig. 2 shows the role of alum as an intermediate that bridges the interaction between fabric fibers and hesperidin. Alum or better known as aluminum sulfate ($\text{Al}_2(\text{SO}_4)_3\cdot18\text{H}_2\text{O}$) is a chemical compound with +3 central charge atom, each of which interacts with fabric fibers, hesperidin, and soda ash.

A different color appearance was detected on cotton fabric samples that had been dyed and fixed using iron (II) sulfate. The appearance of a distinctive golden yellow color of iron (II) sulfate is due to the dominant structure of the fixer molecule compared to hesperidin. The molecular structure of iron (II) sulfate with smaller size and the steric effect is predicted to be able to fill the void where the fiber does not interact with the mordant. Furthermore, the presence of Fe$^{3+}$ metal ions in iron (II) sulfate has helped increase the potential for interactions with fiber hydroxide groups that have not yet interacted with mordants.
In different parts, larger size and steric effects of alum fixers have triggered different phenomena. The appearance of color that is not identical to alum indicates the failure of alum fixer in interacting with fiber even though the presence of Al\(^{3+}\) metal ions in alum should be able to trigger better interaction with parts of fiber that do not interact with mordant. Correspondingly, the size and steric effects of lime fixers, which are much smaller than alum, have shown the same phenomenon. Despite having more enormous potential to interact better with fibers as a consequence of smaller size and steric effects, the lack of chromophore and auxochrome in lime fixers is not able to bring up the distinctive color of lime. This then makes the dominant influence of pigment and appearance of light-yellow hesperidin. Fig. 2 shows the interaction between the positive charge of the iron (II) sulfate, alum, and lime fixer with the negative charge of the hesperidin functional group.

Besides, the appearance of a distinctive light-yellow color of Citrus reticulata was also found in the control fabric samples (not through the mordanting) even though the intensity was not as high as the samples of the dyed fabric produced by mordanting. This is closely related to the presence of impurities that have functional groups with a charge similar to mordant [23]–[26]. In this case, the dyeing results will not last long or have low fastness, especially when washing through surfactants [20]. Therefore, it becomes important to remove contaminants from fibers to optimize the color intensity and fastness produced. Table 2 shows the reflectance of the dyed fiber with different washing times. The color intensity, both golden yellow and yellow in the sample of cotton fabrics, will increase as the washing time increases from 0 h to 6 h.

The percentage reflectance of dyed fibers with different fixer is also shown in Table 2. At the same time, the iron (II) sulfate fixation results showed the lowest reflectance and
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Fig 2. The interaction between fabric fiber, mordant, hesperidin and: (a) iron (II) sulfate, (b) alum, and (c) lime (hypothetic)
highest color intensity percentage. These results indicate a more dominant low-energy electronic transition (longer wavelengths, n→π*) produced by iron (II) sulfate compared to hesperidin. The moderate reflectance percentage produced by alum fixation results. Although having more varied orbitals than iron (II) sulfate, the lack of alum fixer molecules that successfully fill the void of fiber-mordant interaction has caused the lack of low-energy electronic transitions influence produced by alum fixers. This condition causes lower color intensity produced by alum fixation compared to iron (II) sulfate. In line with this, while being able to fill more of the void of the fiber-mordant interactions, the lack of orbital variation in the lime fixer has made lime fixation results in the highest reflectance percentage. Thus, the fiber-fixer interactions quantity and orbital variations in the fixer molecular structure have influenced each other in determining the final intensity of the dyeing product.

B. The Effect of Dyeing Frequency and Fixer Type Combination on Color Intensity

The results of repeated dyeing using Citrus reticulata, as shown in Table 3, showing the appearance of (a) a golden yellow color, both in the control and dyed fabrics samples which were mordanted for 6 h and fixed using iron (II) sulfate; and (b) a light yellow color in the controls and dyed fabrics samples that was mordanted for 6 h and fixed with alum and lime. In general, both of these results indicate that increasing the dyeing frequency has resulted in a reflectance percentage decrease or an increase in the color intensity percentage. More optimal interaction between fiber, mordant, and hesperidin as the dyeing frequency increases, triggering a more intensive low-energy electronic transition. Thus, a higher color intensity will be obtained.

The appearance of the same color in control and dyed fabric is possible because of the presence of contaminants which capable of replacing the role of the mordant in bridging the interactions between the fabric fibers with the hesperidin and fixers used. In this case, the same interaction will produce the same electronic transition and lead to the creation of the same type of color.

Besides, the light-yellow color formed gradually becomes darker as the frequency of dyeing increases. Increasing the dyeing frequency has given a longer time for more optimal interactions between fibers, mordants, dyes, and fixers. This condition will increase the activity of low energy electronic transitions on the final dyeing product, which in turn forms a darker color.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Dyeing Frequency (times)</th>
<th>Fixer Type</th>
<th>Color Reflectance (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Iron (II) sulfate</td>
<td>56.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Iron (II) sulfate</td>
<td>50.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Iron (II) sulfate</td>
<td>23.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alum</td>
<td>78.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Alum</td>
<td>74.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Alum</td>
<td>69.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lime</td>
<td>74.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lime</td>
<td>72.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lime</td>
<td>71.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The appearance of different colors from different types of fixation in this study was more due to the formation of specific chromophores in each fixation product. Different types of chromophores affect different types of orbitals, electronic transitions, as well as absorption wavelengths. In general, absorption at higher wavelengths will result in a darker color appearance.

IV. Conclusion

Efforts to explore, optimize, and standardize natural dyes from a local potential of Indonesia, mainly sourced from plants, have been done. Consistent material characteristics and standard operating conditions are key elements in minimizing color disparities, especially in natural dyes produced from Citrus reticulata peel. Therefore, it is necessary to do exploration, optimization, and standardization of its application on cotton dyeing by the pre-mordant dyeing method. The results showed the appearance of two types of color from the dyeing process with three different fixations, with increased color intensity along with the enhancing of washing time and frequency of dyeing applied. The process of dyeing with fixation using iron (II) sulfate has induced a golden yellow color, while the result of fixation with alum and lime, has made the appearance of a light-yellow color on the sample of cotton fabric. The optimization of washing time and dyeing frequency showed a decrease in reflectance percentage, which is between 86.54%-56.96% along with increased color intensity in washing time on the range 0-6 h; and 78.95%-23.71% on the sample of the fabric with the frequency of dyeing for 1-10 times. All of these standard procedures are expected to produce another new form of natural dye based on the local potential of Indonesia that measured through a systematic and structured experiment.
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